Confirmed briefings:

Probabilistic program analysis ................................................................. Matthew Dwyer (University of Nebraska, USA)
How Ontologies Can Help in Software Engineering ............................. Cesar Gonzalez-Perez (CSIC, Spain)
Empirical Evaluation of Programming [Language] Constructs .... Stefan Hanenberg (Uni. Duisburg, Germany)
Model Synchronization ................................................................. Frédéric Jouault (ESEO Institute of Science and Technology, France)
To Merge or not to Merge: Managing Software Product Families ................... Julia Rubin (MIT, USA)
People Analytics in Software Development ...................................... Leif Singer (University of Victoria, Canada)
DSLs in Robotics ................................................................. Ulrik Pagh Schultz (University of Southern Denmark, Denmark)
Structured Program Generation Techniques ................................. Yannis Smaragdakis (University of Athens, Greece)
Refactoring and Beyond ............................................................ Friedrich Steimann (FernUniversität in Hagen, Germany)
Software Engineering Processes in the Cloud .................................. Nikolai Tillmann (Microsoft Research, USA)
Name Binding: Paradigms, Representation and Specification ........ Guido Wachsmuth (TU Delft, Netherlands)

Also featuring: Students' Workshop!
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